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Abstract

The undergraduate Chemical Engineering program at the University of New Mexico has threaded design challenges throughout the chemical engineering core curriculum to relate real-world Community-, Industry-, Research-, and Entrepreneurship-based projects to fundamental course work. Faculty, graduate students, and dozens of chemical engineering students have developed, implemented, and refined these design challenges which stretch through the core curriculum from the first year to some graduate-level electives courses. Our goal with implementing these varied design challenges is to allow a diverse set of students the opportunity to see the numerous applications of chemical engineering to local and globally-relevant problems [1], and to help them develop the engineering skills and confidence which will empower them to solve these problems [2-7]. This paper presents the structure, sequence, and requirements of these team-based design projects as they form a spine across required chemical engineering courses. Participants are undergraduate students studying chemical engineering in the Southwest United States.

Variety and Sequence of Design Challenges

Design Challenges in the first year course (CBE 101: Introduction to Chemical Engineering and Biological Engineering) have involved a blend of student presentations (pitches), research, writing, and lab work framed within three projects of varying scope and application:

1. Students complete an entrepreneurship- and research-based project where they pitch potential applications of OPE (Oligo phenylene ethynylenes) polymers, solids with remarkable antimicrobial resistance. This prototypical entrepreneurial challenge exposes students to current research conducted by Dr. Dave Whitten.

2. Students complete a community water contamination remediation project where they investigate the hazards of acid drainage from abandoned mines, which are abundant in New Mexico. Students perform lab work and develop a treatment, prevention, and emergency response for rural communities, along with a community engagement strategy.

3. Students complete a “Why Chem E?” challenge which introduces them to the scope of the chemical engineering profession. Students work in teams to research and interview an alumnus, graduate student, or industry professional to learn more about their career. They produce promotional brochures that the UNM CBE Department can use to recruit new students to chemical engineering.

Design challenges in second year courses (CBE 251: Chemical Process Calculations and CBE 302: Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics) build on the teamwork and technical skills students
established in the first year and introduce greater theory, optimization, research, and decision making.

1. In CBE 251, students work in teams to complete a community-, industry-, and research-based algal biofuel design challenge. Students develop a conceptual fuel source design for a community and explore generating fuel from algae through three production phases: growth, harvesting and extraction. All three phases involve extensive parlay-based decision making and prompt students to link knowledge gained from the design challenge to the disciplinary course content by way of deliverables, which are submitted with each of six homework assignments.

2. In CBE 302, students work in teams through a 7 week-long entrepreneurial- and community-based design challenge which tasks students with developing a solution to a global problem using thermodynamic principles. Students are charged with describing a common global problem and proposing a feasible solution or product that involves thermodynamic cycles, phase separation, work, or efficiency. Students submit a bibliography, technical report, final presentation, and group evaluation.

Design challenges in third year courses (CBE 311: Introduction to Transport Phenomena and CBE 321: Mass Transfer involve incorporation of more chemical engineering theory and conceptual understanding to applications for the end goal of developing new products and solutions to real-world problems. The technical and teamwork skills developed from these challenges prepare students for capstone design in the senior year.

1. In CBE 311, students work in teams to complete a community-based design challenge where they are tasked with characterizing and mitigating the jet fuel spill first detected in 1999 on the Kirtland Air Force Base in Albuquerque, NM. As part of a final presentation, students are expected to assess possible engineering approaches to contain and remediate the leak of ethylene dibromide, improve designs to prevent future breaches, and provide economically and environmentally sound long-term methods to assess the level of spread as well as monitor and treat the contaminated underground water.

2. In CBE 321 students work in teams on an entrepreneurship-based project which involves developing a separations-based consumer product, such as non-alcoholic beer. Students’ deliverables for the project include writing memos, performing Aspen simulations, writing a short technical report, and creating a video design pitch for an alcohol removal-based product.

Design challenges in 500-level graduate-level and elective CBE courses have built on students’ prior design and teaming experience to challenge them with solving a global health problem through the development of an engineered product or idea. Students also explore adaptive design for developing products for people with disabilities. Students use Maker’s Spaces for prototyping, 3D printing, welding, woodworking, and laser etching.

**Summary and Conclusions**

UNM’s CBE chemical engineering program has incorporated a wide variety of design challenges into core and elective courses, allowing students to explore research-, entrepreneurship-, industry-, and community-based projects and their intersection with chemical engineering principals. Students most of all develop a sense of the breadth of chemical engineering applications and the numerous possibilities for chemical engineering careers.
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